
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Dear ABC:  
It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your query. 
 

Thanks for ordering Jupiter transit report. We take 

pride in giving the most authentic Vedic astrology 
reports with best possible price along with almost 
zero cost effective remedies. 



Your Birth details: 

September 20 1979 

 5:35 minutes patna 

 Month of birth 

 10 dob 20 year of birth 

 1970 

 time of birth ( 5 HOURS 35 MINUTES) 

Your Horoscope Details: 





 

You run Jupiter – Rahu till October 2018 atleast 

as per dasa 
 
 
 

o Effects of Jupiter transit based on 

Ascendant( Includes the energy 

exchange of Jupiter with other planets in 

your natal chart) 

 

o Specific Effects for Jupiter Transit in 

your 1st house Libra or Tula rashi 
 

 Your natal Jupiter is combust and to some 
degree weak close planet sun directing twelfth 

spot of some uneasiness and yes ventures or 
change of spot in the second place of your 
wealth and status. 

 Jupiter is furthermore to mercury controlling 
your livelihood and over all comforts. 

 Jupiter oversees your family house and yes 

mind moreover your associations besides 
calling. A piece of travel Jupiter on the 
seventh house decidedly suggests that you 

may get open entryways for another 
occupation. 

 It will give incredible chances for you when it 
is around 24 degrees in around May, July 
2018. Likewise attempt to take a gander at 

your dashas 
 You could get some slight open entryway in 

2018 September besides December. 



Regardless, an authentic open entryway 
would come in 2018.  

Over all effects for Jupiter transit in your 1st 
house from Lagna:  

 As Jupiter is a divine planet and transit in the 
1st house is not good of you. You could have 
fear and issues with self respect . Your Travels 
may not be very fruitful and some trouble from 
state or government is there as per classics. 
Excess expenditure has to be controlled by you. 

 Some basic obstacles are by and large 
conceivable. Issues in employment/business 
conceivable.



 Mental anxiety and issues because of 

government. Delays in work. A travel is bad. 

Expanded use so money related condition 

influenced. Likewise on the positive front. 

 Toward the start of its travel through the main 
house, Jupiter is conjunct your Ascendant, 
denoting a period of much good faith and 

liveliness. All through its voyage through the 
main house, Jupiter's travel conveys observable 
enhancements to your surroundings and in 

addition self-assurance to your identity. You are 
all the more clearly extensive, abundant, and 
energetic. This travel uplifts your hopefulness 

and expansions your liberality. This cycle has 
the potential for being a casual, lucky, and 

confident time. You are welcome existence with 
a new, can-do disposition of a winner. 

 What happened in the past is not essential to 

you now- - what's to come you're looking at 
now. You are loaded with confidence in the 
universe- - confidence that everything will work 

out. This is a brilliant period for self-change. 
Dealings with people in general are favoured, 

and others tend to take a gander at you as a 
pioneer. 

 There could be times that help you conquer 

problems that beforehand appeared to be very 
tough or even inconceivable - you have a by 
and large alternate point of view on life now, 

and are not slanted much to sweat the little 
stuff. 

 

 You need to make an unmistakable initial 
impression on others, and you have a tendency 



to do only that. Encouraging your own 

aspirations and interests comes all the more 
effectively amid this cycle. Now and again, you 
may feel like the sky is the farthest point! You 

feel impressively all the more liberated to act 
naturally, and others have a tendency to 

acknowledge you all the more



 promptly. You may need to prepare for turning 

out to be too brimming with yourself or 

excessively self-intrigued, be that as it may. 

 There is additionally a danger of 

overindulgence and different types of great 

conduct. Be cautious that a light hearted 

demeanour doesn't wind up an indiscreet one. 

Especially if Jupiter's travel trines planets in the 

fifth and/or ninth, this is a positive time for 

inventive matters, sentiment, travel, and 

advanced education.  
Effects based on your Moon sign (Virgo) of 

Jupiter Transit in Libra or tula rashi (the 
effects from Ascendant give above are 
more important) 

 

 As your moon sign or rashi is also 

Virgo/kanya rashi so transit happens in the 

2nd bhava- . 

 As the karaka of this 2nd bhava house is Venus or 

Taurus the lord of wealth. The transit of Jupiter is 

beneficial here for you. There is increase in wealth 

and status of the person. Enemies would come by 

and try to compromise with you. Second house 

deals  with family matters, so this good for family 

matters. You  may enhance your  image and you  

would spend on good deeds more. 

 



How does Jupiter transit impact Your Natal planets 

in your birth chart: 

Transit Jupiter with respect to  natal Rahu: 

Yes  direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Rahu. This could give unexpected money gains and 

status. There could be more sweetness in speech. 

Interest n occult/astrology could grow. 

Gains in career. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Ketu: 

Yes  direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Ketu. Good for family. More interest in spirituality. 

Good for dharma. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to natal Moon: 

direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Moon. You may have gains and pleasures of raveling and 

from kids could increase.  

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Mars: 

No direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Mars.  

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Jupiter: 



direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Jupiter. You would have abundance and affluence due to 

the same 

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Venus: 

direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Venus. God for life partner and your comforts. Overall 

gain in salary and good for love matters. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Saturn: 

No direct energy exchange  of transit Jupiter with natal 

Saturn.  

 

 Coming 12 months for you( for your 

benefit- I have elaborated the sub sub 
periods of the dasha which you would find 

more helpful and comprehensive-as a 
special BONUS from us: 

 

 Jup-RAH sub sub period till atleast 
2018 august (overview) 

 

o Your natal Jupiter is combust and to some 

degree weak close planet sun directing twelfth 

spot of some uneasiness and yes ventures or 

change of spot in the second place of your 

wealth and status. 
 
 



o Jupiter is furthermore to mercury controlling 
your livelihood and over all comforts. 



 

o Jupiter oversees your family house and yes 

mind moreover your associations besides 

calling. 
 

o A small chance of travel Jupiter on the 
seventh house decidedly suggests that 
you may get open entryways for another 

occupation. 
 

o It will give incredible chances for you when it 

is around 24 degrees in around May, July 

2018. Likewise attempt to take a gander at 

your dashas 
 

o You could get some slight open entryway in 
2018 September besides December. 

Regardless, an authentic open entryway 
would come in 2018. 

 

 October 20(This is a decent period), 

December 2018 and over every one of 
the 2018 would give you a few windows' 
to get fruitful however it may not be an 

awesome hop as you might want it to be. 
Upayas would keep you in safe zone and 
help you do likewise. 

 February and early  beginning 2018 is a 
decent time, may, October 2018 are 
likewise 



 
great focuses for landing 

sufficiently reasonable position 

open doors. 
 
 

 You might have sudden image related issues 

or obstacles and troubles in office. It is a 
time when organized hard work would pay. 
Take care as things may suddenly 

turnaround at office and home front. 
 Money flow may not be very good all the 

times-but sudden changes could be expected 
 Relationships have to be guarded with 

stability-too much of restrictions could be a 

source of trouble 
 
 

 Further Breakup of dasha into sub sub 
periods for easy reference and more 
accuracy for your help given below 

 

 jup-rahu-JUP till 24/Feb/17 
 

 You would marginally gain ( as Jupiter is 
combust)in love and respect in the office. 

Your career may not expand very well and 
you would get relatively less opportunity to 

grow. 



 
Your money/income may not increase. You 

may feel a slight influx in your love life 
You might have some outings and fun this 

time towards the year end 
 

 jup-rahu-SAT till 1/ 4/17( In this period 
some help from Jupiter transit in the 

dates given in the report above would be 
helpful, but over all a bit hard period with 
obstacles- follow upayas) 

 Expected accomplishment in profession after 
a considerable measure of battle. work 
weight may likewise be there. Family issues 

may manifest. Attempt to keep up your 
good faith.Cash would be there-yet expect 
delays in what you merit 

 
 There may be some coldness in the affection 

life furthermore in office life. 
 

 jup-rahu-MER till 7/ 8/17(This a is a 
fair enough period) 

 

 Mercury is combust but still, Expect quick 
changes on the office front. some New 

opportunities might come up to your 
advantage. Money flow could improve a bit. The 
key to success is better communications 

 
 In personal relationship also – try to maintain 

communication. 



Relationship might have some ups and downs 
 
 

 jup-rahu-KET till 24/ 10/17 
 
 

Your career may not go as per expectoration 

.You could expect people working secretly 

against you 
 

This is a time you may get more inwards- or 
inclined to be philosophical 

 

You may also have a fair flow of money. The 
relationships may also suffer a bit 

 

   Avoid secretiveness in relationships and try to be 
open and with people. 

 

More BONUS for you. 
 

 Your fortunate days are Sundays,Thursdays 

and dates like 1/10/19/28/5/23/30. Attempt 
to make best utilization of these dates for 
meetings and so forth. 

 Most adored Color – Blood Red 



 
 This planet is the ideal explanation of 

hostility and exceptional warmth. 
 Moment of retribution – SundayThe day 

displayed to the Lord Surya and named after 
him. 

 Gemstone for Sun– RubyShimmer and 

impression of jewel Ruby is spoken to by 
Lord Sun. 

 Most adored Deity – Lord Shiva and Goddess 

Parvati 
 Expert Surya is the superb fan of Lord 

Shiva and Goddess Parvati. 
 

 Blessed Metal – Gold 
 

 It researches the paradisiacal 

shimmer and brightness like Sun 
 

 Most adored Direction – East 
 

 It's the rising reason for Sun so on yelled 

toward its name-om som suryaye namaha 108 

times every day 
 

. 

Remedies(BONUS): 
 

OM namhoha shivaye for Saturn and rahu both 108 
X as many time possible. 



 Serving ones parents

 Give part of your breakfast to birds

 Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers
 Giving away brown colored sweets to birds

 

Also 
 Chant durga chalisa
 Durga sapta-shati
 Shiva chalisa

 

We wish you all the best in 

Life, Arjun Pundit for 

astrozing.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail 

Id Given Below: 
 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


